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How a new e-invoicing deployment skyrocketed 
duplicate payments for an international bank

Overview
An international bank providing personal and commercial banking, wealth management and investment services 
to more than 10 million customers embarked on a vendor digital transformation journey with the goal to turn 
every procure-to-pay process paperless. Toward that end, a new e-invoicing solution was deployed to transition 
the bank’s 60,000 suppliers from a paper or emailed invoice to a paperless invoice. A well-regarded industry-
leading e-invoicing solution was selected to help make the transition.

Challenge
Soon after the e-invoicing solution was deployed, suppliers began calling into the accounts payable (AP) help 
desk asking if they submitted their invoice the correct way. This caused a huge spike in demand for the help desk 
and was an initial sign that the deployment was not going smoothly.

A month after this spike, more suppliers began calling in. This time, the 
calls were different. The suppliers were not asking for help submitting their 
invoices but calling to find out why they had not received payment. This 
demand for supplier support overwhelmed the AP department. To handle 
the volume of calls, every person in the AP department transitioned to 
support supplier payment inquiries. To maintain strong supplier relationships, 
the AP team often bypassed normal controls by adding an alpha character 
to the invoice number. They knew this was not ideal, but they wanted 
to resolve a delayed payment. They also knew that this might result in a 
duplicate payment.

Another situation that resulted in duplicate payments was how some suppliers, unfamiliar with the new 
e-invoicing platform, submitted invoices twice—once through the e-invoicing platform and again via email. This 
way, they were doubly sure that their invoice was submitted.

All these factors created disruption in the procure-to-pay process. The bank’s AP leadership decided that an 
AP recovery audit was required to recover duplicate payments and to identify the gaps and process problems 
created during the deployment of the e-invoicing system.

Solution
apexanalytix had already been providing AP recovery audits for the international bank and knew that there 
would be an increase in both duplicate payments and statement credits due to the implementation of the 
e-invoicing solution as this was not a unique situation. Every apexanalytix client that has deployed an e-invoicing 
solution had a significant increase in recoveries—no matter which solution it was. Having apexanalytix perform 
another AP recovery audit helped the bank to recoup overpayments and reinforce where controls should be 
tightened to prevent further overpayments.
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apexanalytix revolutionized recovery audit with advanced analytics and the introduction 
of firststrike overpayment prevention software. Today, apexanalytix leads the world in 
supplier management innovation with apexportal and smartvm, the most popular supplier 
onboarding and compliant master data management solution available. To learn more visit 
www.apexanalytix.com, email apexinfo@apexanalytix.com or call +1 800-284-4522. © 2020 APEX Analytix, LLC | 070120
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Results
• Duplicate payment recoveries increased over 150 percent as compared to 

the previous audit cycle (based on invoice count).

• During the seven months after the e-invoicing deployment, duplicate 
payments increased over 300 percent and duplicate invoices increased 
over 375 percent. Leading factors were for the duplicate payments were 
different invoice numbers entered, keying errors, and invoice number 
manipulation (addition of alpha characters, leading zeros and punctuation).

• Statement credit recoveries increased 20 percent as compared to the 
previous audit cycle (based on invoice count).

• One supplier had over 300 statement credit recoveries whereas most 
suppliers with a statement credit had only one.
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